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Here is a very simple idea to use up some of them thar
fancy yarns y'all got hiding at the bottom of your stash
(don't try to pull the handspun handpainted 100%
Peruvian alpaca wool over MY eyes. I see your filthy
secrets). Hair scrunchies!
If you have fine hair like mine, clasps, pins and hair
elastics damage it. Scrunchies are gentler on the hair,
but can be hard to find and usually come in awful
colours. If you got the fancy yarns to make yourself
scarves, etc., then, as if by magic, they should be good
colours for you and will tone with your wardrobe!
Materials
A selection of fancy yarns - I used mystery Ostrich and Eyelash yarns, and 2 colourways of Patons
Lush.
A pack of covered hair elastics.
6mm crochet hook.
Directions – UK
Make a slip knot on your hook, then draw the hook and yarn through the centre of your elastic.
Begin working dc around the elastic. Pack as many as possible on the elastic, then join with sl st.
Ch 2, then 2 tr into each dc around.
Join with sl st and bind off. Use the hook to weave the ends through the fabric.
Directions – US
Make a slip knot on your hook, then draw the hook and yarn through the centre of your elastic.
Begin working sc around the elastic. Pack as many as possible on the elastic, then join with sl st.
Ch 2, then 2 dc into each sc around.
Join with sl st and bind off. Use the hook to weave the ends through the fabric.
Copyright Information: Please feel free to print, copy, and distribute this pattern FOR FREE. Please keep
this copyright notice on any copies so distributed, and do not make any changes to the pattern. You may
also make up scrunchies and sell them for charitable fund-raising purposes. I would appreciate donations
to Cancer Research or other cancer charities as my cousin is about to lose her beautiful long hair to chemo.

